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Consumer centric technologies lead to consumer driven markets and products
Experience Hong Kong's unique living culture

Culture & Heritage

With its unique east meets west culture, Hong Kong is like no other destination in the world. Discover the colorful street markets, serene temples, exciting nightlife, sumptuous cuisine and the ultimate in shopping. Experience the vacation of a lifetime!

Headline News

The Mai Po Nature Reserve has been temporarily closed to visitors starting from 14 December for 21 days.

Watch our new video on living culture!
Discover Hong Kong

Itinerary Planner

No matter how long you stay in Hong Kong, ensure you experience the best that Hong Kong has to offer by using our interactive itinerary planner. It’s easy – just click on the most appropriate theme or mix-and-match with our DIY planner!

- Select 1 of the 5 themed itineraries below:
  - First-Timers’ Finds
  - Family Fun
  - Islands & Green
  - Cultural Caravan
  - Transiting Thrills

- Or plan your own activities

DIY Itinerary

Copyright © 2007 Hong Kong Tourism Board
Best viewed with Flash Player 9 and IE 5.5 / Netscape 6 or above
Privacy Policy | Terms of Use | Contact Us | E-zine | About Mobile Host
Welcome to Hong Kong Reality -- your instant view of Asia's world city, from the people who know it best. The Hong Kong Tourism Board invites you to feel the pulse of this extraordinary destination through the video clips below -- and welcomes your feedback and personal contributions.

Name: Hong Kong Tourism Board
City: Hong Kong
Country: China
Website: http://www.discoverhongkong.com

**2007 International Chinese New Year Night Parade**
From: hongkong
Views: 1,613
Comments: 4
Metasearch engines

http://www.hotel-blogs.com/

http://www.tourisme-montreal.org/
CONSUMER Customer Centric
- Personalisation – CRM
- Location/Context/Mood aware
- Proactive/anticipatory
- Reactive/adaptive to consumer needs
- System integrated
- Satisfaction driven

COMPANY Profitability Driven
- Revenue
  - Expansion of markets and operations
  - Direct Distribution
  - Yield management/Revenue Management
  - Extensive distribution strategy

- Cost
  - Internal Integration
  - Reduction of intermediation
  - Intelligent procurement
  - ASPs

DISTRIBUTION: Partnership Enabled
- Virtual Organisations
- Interoperability
- ASPs
- Developing a value system

FUTURE OF eTOURISM
Innovation and differentiation through Tourism Experiences based on

* Context and Location Based Services
Explore England the easy way with Enjoy England’s downloadable application for use on Tom Tom units. You’ll find the best route to over 17,000 quality assessed accommodation, ranging from B&Bs and hotels to campsites and holiday parks - as well as 5,000 attractions and over 500 Tourist Information Centres.

Quick and simple to download to your TomTom device, it takes the arguments and wrong turns out of finding your way around England. It also comes with a step-by-step guide of how to download and use the application.

Visit [www.enjoyengland.com/qps](http://www.enjoyengland.com/qps) for more information now!

In order to use the download device in the micro site you will need to download TomTom HOME to your computer. This is free and easy to do [click here](http://clickhere).
MOBILE APPLICATIONS TO ENHANCE THE SKI EXPERIENCE
Innovation and differentiation through Tourism Experiences based on

* Web 2.0 and dynamic social networking
Austria Overview

Best Austria Travel Deals

- **Austria: Book Now - Pay on Checkout!**

- **Hotel Austria**
  www.firstchoice.co.uk/ski/austria Fantastic deals on all ski and snowboard holidays for this winter.

Traveler Advice on Austria

- **Hotels & Accommodations**

  Top-Rated Hotels
  1. Hotel Tirolerhof
  2. Hotel Austria
  3. Hotel Schloss Fuschl
  4. Hotel Eden
  5. Hotel Rathaus Wein & Design Wien

- **Things to Do**

  Top-Rated Attractions
  1. Salzburg Fortress (Festung Hohensalzburg)
  2. Augustiner BraustUBL
  3. Schonbrunn Palace (Schloss Schonbrunn)
  4. Imperial Palace (Hofburg)
  5. Schloss Schallaburg

Best Austria Travel Deals

- **Austria Hotels**
  travelsupermarket.com/hotel_booking Luxurious star Austria hotels Delightful Rooms at Bargain Price.

- **Austria Hotels**
  www.priceline-europe.com Save up to 75% on Austria Hotels Pay at check-in. No booking fees.

- **Park Inn Budget Hotel**
  RezidorParkInn.Com Stay at The Park Inn budget hotel and enjoy a great stay for less!

- **Ski Hotel Austria, Tyrol**
  cervosa.com/5-stars-alps Unforgettable, luxury holidays Winter Packages Online!
Find the Best Things to Do

Search by category

Sort by: Popularity

All Recommended Things to Do (1-20 of 47) next »

Bergisel Ski Jump

TripAdvisor Traveler Rating: ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

TripAdvisor Popularity Index: #1 of 47 attractions in Innsbruck

Attraction type: Ski area; Architectural building; Other

Traveler Reviews:

› Aug 15, 2007 "Definitely a place to visit"

Read all reviews »

Tyrolean Folk Art Museum (Tiroler Volkskunstmuseum)

TripAdvisor Traveler Rating: 

TripAdvisor Popularity Index: 

Traveler Advice on Things to do in Innsbruck

Traveler Forum

Ask a question or view 13 posts on Innsbruck from this week.

GO TO INNSBRUCK FORUM »

The Best Web Links

PROFESSIONAL ADVICE (4)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TITLE</th>
<th>SOURCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nightlife - Bars</td>
<td>Fodors.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attractions</td>
<td>Frommer's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innsbruck Nightlife</td>
<td>Fodors.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innsbruck Sights &amp; Attractions Overview</td>
<td>Fodors.com</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Honeymoon in Athens, Santorini, and...?

instrumentality

Long Beach, CA
Joined: Jan 2008
Forum posts: 1
Travel map pins: 49

Posted on: 1:07 am, yesterday

My fiancee and I are going to be in Greece--a first for both of us--from May 11 thru the 24th. I have already booked lodging in Athens, checking in May 11 and checking out on May 15. From there, our primary stop will be Santorini, although eventually we need to get back to Athens to catch our flight home.

I am primarily looking for peace and romance, wherein I get the impression that Oia is the best choice. We may want to party a bit as well (maybe a mellow club or more upbeat bar at some point...?) but I don't think our lodging needs to be dictated by that.

My fiancee is going to be looking for geological attractions, photogenic views, and maybe a little dancing. I'm looking for good food, good beer (I am a beer snob - no fizzy yellow stuff), and locals I can hang out with.

We're both trying to learn some Greek but will be primarily dependent on English.

I'd like for us to be able to check out the beaches at some point but I hear it's a nicer view, especially for a geology buff, overlooking the caldera.

Neither of us are looking to have our agenda dictated by a planned tour, but we would like to see some of the major sights of both Athens and Santorini at some point on our own time.

Finally, although it's our honeymoon, we don't have a ton of money to throw around. The likes of Finkia's Place seemed like a great spot to save some money for other parts of our trip and our new life together upon our return, but I'm not so sure about the view and the bathroom sounds questionable. If I can stay at or below the $150/night range, that would be preferable.

So...all that being said, we could use some help.

Any advice on where to stay in Santorini area-wise (Oia?) as well as lodging-wise? We'd like at least a queen sized bed. A kitchen and/or pool would be nice but isn't mandatory. We want comfort but don't need luxury. An attractive view from our room would be preferred but if said view is a short walk away, we can handle that. Minimal stair climbing would be preferred as well.

Given that we have from the 15th to the 24th minus whatever amount of time it would take to get back to Athens (and potentially spend a night or two there so we can do any last-minute sightseeing), and that we want to enjoy our honeymoon without feeling rushed or bored, and that we don't know when we'll be able to get back to Greece, would it make sense to spend the duration of our non-Athenian stay on Santorini, or take a day trip or beyond on another island? Perhaps it would make more sense from a travel/distance standpoint to stop somewhere along the way either coming or going...? (We will most likely take the ferry rather than fly.)
Posted on: 1:33 am, yesterday

First of all: You’ve done an extensive research and this is obvious :) Gratz :)

I think you know what you want very well.

Regarding place to stay: Yes, Oia is a very very nice spot to stay but if accommodation that you want is found at either Fira or Firostefani, then going there is always an option. Firostefani is "at top" of Fira, actually it’s nowadays adjoining Fira. Fira is the main settlement which sometimes can be noisy, start of May though it won’t be so full as it would be mid August.

So, regarding place to stay at Santorini, I would search primarily in Oia but at Firostefani too. I am sure more recommendations will arrive here or in a separate thread.

You do very wise to spend end of the trip in Athens. It’s always a good idea to leave some time between a ferry and an int'l flight.

What to add?

ISLAND?

A logistically simple option would be to add a 3 nights stay at some other island at the ferry path leading from Santorini back to Athens. This could be either:

a. Paros island, or

b. Naxos island (beautiful beaches - water will be a little cool - sunbathing will be ok)

c. I would also look on Syros island. I like its town very much. May need some change at some island depending the day.

http://www.diverstraveller.com/Images/Articles/144/syros_july05.jpg

d. Considering your fiancee interest in geology, I would take a look at Milos island too. Milos is located in Western Cyclades and not directly on the ferry path leading from Santorini to Piraeus / Athens. So, you’ll have to take some inter-island ferry via perhaps Folegandros. So, including a 3 nights stay in Milos would also make another alternative.

http://www.greekbackpack.com/milos/jpg/milos_kleftiko1.jpg

MAINLAND?

What about doing a 3 days tour or self drive at Peloponnese? Nafplion town would be a great base for 3 nights on a more of "sightseeing" short period. The latter would have to be coupled with your intention to Athens, as Athens -Nafplion is an easy drive.

http://www.greekbackpack.com/milos/jpg/milos_kleftiko1.jpg
Travel Reviews You Can Trust
Get recommendations from other travelers. See the real people behind the advice. Share your own reviews and photos to earn rewards.

Write Reviews | Upload Photos | Earn Rewards

Athens Spotlight

In Athens, some things never change—including tourist magnets like the Acropolis and the Parthenon. Other parts of Athens, however, would be unrecognizable to someone who'd visited a few years ago. Thanks to a pedestrian-friendly Olympic makeover in 2004, this formerly unattractive, congested city is golden once again. Go to Athens

IgoUgo Travel Blog

Off the Map: Sandstone Impossible
Posted January 03, 2008 in Features
It's time to reveal the location of the unique sandstone swirls snapped in our latest mystery photo. But first, a hint: the island shown featured prominently in the movie Mission: Impossible II...
Continue reading Off the Map: Sandstone Impossible

Where to Savor the Post-Holiday Slump
Posted January 02, 2008 in Community Highlights
Return to your pre-holiday stress level with these traveler-recommended getaways. Whether you prefer to linger in wintry cheer or to skip to the next season, IgoUgo travelers have you covered—be it with snow or with sand...
Continue reading Where to Savor the Post-Holiday Slump

Compare Travel Rates

Search Selected Websites

Subscribe to IgoUgo Newsletters
Innsbruck 2007

Information

Group Info
Name: Innsbruck 2007
Type: Student Groups - Abroad/Overseas Groups
Description: For everyone who will be spending their summer in Innsbruck.

Photos
Displaying 4 of 20 photos.

Videos
No one has uploaded any videos.

Posted Items
No one has posted any items.

Discussion Board
Displaying 1 discussion topic.

Where's everyone from?
1 post by 1 person. Updated on May 10, 2007 at 2:43 AM.

Members
This group has 246 members.

Related Groups
StudiVZ - The German Facebook
Student Groups - Study Groups
Uni Innsbruck
Student Groups - General
Six Degrees Of Separation - The Experiment
Just for Fun - Facebook Classics
And by Austria I don't mean Australia, Bitch!
Geography - Countries
When I was your age, Pluto was a planet.
Common Interest - Science

Group Type
This is an open group. Anyone can join and invite others to join.

Admins
- Kyle Meloney (UGA) (creator)
More than 250 members were found...

We are able to present only first 250 members matching your search criteria. Maybe you could get better results by narrowing the search conditions?
http://twitpic.com/135xa - There's a plane in the Hudson. I'm on the ferry going to pick up the people. Crazy.

12:36 PM Jan 15th from TwitPic

jkrums
Janis Krumas
Buceo bajo el hielo

This is a video response to Naufragio Baron Gautsch

2 ratings

182 views

Favourite Share Playlists Flag

Buceo bajo el hielo

cavisub

07 March 2010

(more info)

Bucear bajo el hielo

Related Videos

More From: cevisub

Related Videos

Naufragio Baron Gautsch
244 views
joseluiscejudo

BUCEO BAJO HIELO
139 views
ignacioseisdos

Buceo es Diver, buceo bajo hielo en Panticosa.
112 views
Rusobee

Producciones Ibora.
Campeonato de España de
594 views
produccionesibora

Israe Kamakawiwo'Ole 'IZ' 'Somewhere Over The...
13,931,889 views
DVideoPro

Naufragio Baron Gautsch.mov
9 views
cavisub

Lady Gaga - Telephone ft. Beyoncé (Behind the S...
3,385,310 views

Featured Videos

Jessica White
Doctor Who
FUN FEED
John Ngavi, 27 married to Megan Ngavi

**twitter**
It’s been a hard day’s night but I’ve finally finished the big document for work. Now off to the local cafe for a relaxing lunch.

**facebook**
Works at: 20fourLabs
Does: Product Manager
Don’t Mention: Politics, ABBA

Movies: Star Wars, LOTR, District 9
Music: Vampire Weekend, Final Fantasy, Sufjan Stevens

**Common Friends**
Justine Thompson
Keletso Tshune
Jessica Aaron
Peter Brown

**Google**
Mentions
Positive
Negative

**Future of Social Networking with Augmented Reality**
Concept investigation by Matthew Buckland (matthewbuckland.com) and Philip Langley (@royalalien) of 20fourlabs.com
Future of Social Networking with Augmented Reality

Concept investigation by Matthew Buckland (matthewbuckland.com) and Philip Langley (@royalalien) of 20fourlabs.com
Future of Social Networking with Augmented Reality

Concept investigation by Matthew Buckland (matthewbuckland.com) and Philip Langley (@royalalien) of 20fourlabs.com
Lessons for the future

- Traveller is always connected
- List of inventory is no longer enough
  - Promoting experiences
- Developing location based services
- Creating clusters of integrated activity
  - Dynamic packaging of experiences
- Embracing Web 2.0 and Travel 2.0
- Integrating all location based services
Stay in touch with Dimitrios

Professor Buhalis Dimitrios
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International Centre for Tourism and Hospitality Research (ICTHR)
School of Services Management, Bournemouth University,
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